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1. Introduction

The "Philosophy Academy Incident" 哲学館事件  refers to the episode in which the 

Ministry of Education's School Inspector 視学官 KUMAMOTO Aritaka 隈本有尚 took issue 

with a middle-school teaching license-related test problem that had been submitted by 

the Philosophy Academy 哲学館 (present-day Toyo University 東洋大学) philosophy in-

structor NAKAJIMA Tokuzō 中島徳蔵  (1864–1940), which led the Ministry to not only 

revoke the school's ability to grant middle school teaching licenses, but even consider 

closing the school itself. While this incident is often talked about as having been the 

indirect cause of the delaying of Toyo University's approval when the Universities Or-

dinance 大学令  was promulgated in 1928, in this paper, focusing on the fact that this 

event prompted the societal position of philosophy to be widely discussed in newspa-

0 SUGAWARA Jun 菅原潤  is Professor of Philosophy at Nihon University. The paper was presented in 
Japanese at the 4th Annual Meeting of the International Association for Inoue Enryo Research at 
Toyo University in 2015. The translation was done by Dylan Luers TODA.
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pers and the like, I would like to understand it as something that indicates the begin-

ning of the second period in Japan's reception of Western philosophy.

To state my conclusion in advance, in the first period in which NISHI Amane 西周 

(1829–1897) adopted the compound tetsugaku 哲学  as the translation of "philosophy," 

philosophy was buried amidst other aspects of enlightenment thought and not ad-

equately distinguished from other fields that needed to be introduced into the country, 

such as law and economics. In contrast, after the Philosophy Academy Incident, philo-

sophy was for the first time recognized as investigating a different set of fundamental 

principles. I believe that TSUNASHIMA Ryōsen's 綱島梁川 (1873–1907) clear discussion of 

the philosophical principles of Kant and Hegel, who had until then been dealt with sec-

ondarily, played a particular large role in orienting the understanding of NISHIDA Kitarō 

西田幾多郎  (1870–1945) and later thinkers that philosophy is a field that shapes indi-

viduals' interiorities.

2. The Circumstances Leading up to the Philosophy Academy Incident

First, let us consider the path to the opening of the Philosophy Academy. The Philo-

sophy Academy, the predecessor to today's Toyo University, was opened in 1887 by 

INOUE Enryō 井上円了  (1858–1919). While some of the schools recognized as private 

universities in the 1920s and later were established before the Philosophy Academy, 

most were oriented towards practical learning, like Keiō Gijuku 慶應義塾. In contrast, as 

its name suggests, the Philosophy Academy stood out in its adoption of "philosophy" 

as its focus. It did so because Enryō, its founder, practiced philosophy. According to 

the recent work of KOSAKA Kunitsugu 小坂国継 , philosophers that were part of the 

above-described first period of philosophy's reception were the aforementioned NISHI 

Amane, as well as ŌNISHI Hajime 大西祝 (1874–1900), INOUE Tetsujirō 井上哲次郎 (1856–

1944), KIYOZAWA Manshi 清沢満之  (1863–1903), Nishida Kitarō, and, finally, INOUE 

Enryō.1 We should note that excluding Nishi, all of them went through the newly estab-

lished Tokyo University in one form or another.

However, unlike these other philosophers, Nishida was born after the Meiji period 

(1868–1912) began, and, furthermore, since NAKAJIMA Rikizō 中島力造  (1858–1918), 

who he learned under at Tokyo University 東京大学 , learned alongside Ōnishi at 

Doshisha University 同志社大学, Nishida should probably be placed in the second period 

1 KOSAKA Kunitsugu 小坂国継 .『明治哲学の研究：西周と大西祝』 [Research on Meiji philosophy: Nishi 
Amane and Ōnishi Hajime] (Tokyo: 岩波書店, 2013).
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in which Japanese philosophy began to develop independently. We should note that 

NAKAJIMA Tokuzō, the cause of the Philosophy Academy Incident, studied under 

NAKAJIMA Rikizō at Tokyo University during the same period as Nishida. Additionally, 

since NAKAJIMA Rikizō covered in his classes the ethical thought of English thinker 

Thomas H. GREEN, which would exert a considerable influence on Nishida's An Inquiry 

into the Good『善の研究』,2 one does wonder as to the nature of the relationship between 

the two Nakajimas and Nishida. However, since this paper is on the Philosophy 

Academy Incident, I will return to the relationship between NAKAJIMA Tokuzō and 

INOUE Enryō.

NAKAJIMA Tokuzō was born in 1864 in present-day Gunma prefecture, six years 

earlier than Nishida. While some may find it strange that despite this age difference 

Nakajima was Nishida's classmate, according to a gedenkschrift for Nakajima, he 

entered Tokyo University after working for a time as an elementary school teacher.3 He 

was thus older than his peers. After graduating from Tokyo University, Nakajima was 

invited by Enryō to teach at the Philosophy Academy. He had the honor of giving the 

first lecture at the Academic Lecture Meeting 学術演説会 of the Teiyū Ethical Society 丁

酉倫理会, the authority in ethics research at the time, and was also chosen to be on the 

drafting committee for the Ministry of Education's "moral cultivation" 修身  textbook. 

While from this perspective it appears that Nakajima's career as a researcher got off to 

a late start, subsequently it went smoothly to the extent that one would not have 

thought that he would become involved in the Philosophy Academy Incident.

The cause of the incident should be seen as lying in the Ministry of Education and 

the politics surrounding it. According to the political scientist OMATA Noriaki 小股憲明, 

its indirect cause was the "republican speech" 共和演説  of Minister of Education OZAKI 

Yukio 尾崎行雄. Since Ozaki, who also is known by the pen name OZAKI Gakudō 咢堂, is 

held to be the "god of constitutional politics" for his driving the Third KATSURA Tarō 桂

太郎 administration to resign with his oratorical skills and the First Movement to Protect 

the Constitution 第一次護憲運動, there is a tendency for him to be seen as having contin-

ued to be an out-of-power opposition party politician for his whole life. However, he in 

fact once did become a member of the first ŌKUMA Shigenobu 大隈重信  Cabinet as the 

Minister of Education. Not only was the political enemy of Ōkuma, ITAGAKI Taisuke 板

垣退助 , a member as well, all of its ministerial politicians (besides the army and navy 

ministers) were political party members, and thus it is held to be the first party cabinet. 

2 YUKIYASU Shigeru 行安茂.『近代日本の思想家とイギリス理想主義』[Modern Japanese thinkers and English 
idealism] (Tokyo: 北樹出版, 2007), 21.

3 『中島徳蔵先生』[Nakajima Tokuzō sensei] (Tokyo: 中島徳蔵先生学徳顕彰会, 1962), 37–40.
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Since this cabinet, which was generally called the Waihan 隈板  Cabinet, resigned en 

masse after only approximately two months due to an internal dispute, as is well 

known a full-fledged party cabinet did not appear until the Taishō 大正  period (1912–

1926) HARA Takashi 原敬 Cabinet.

In this short-lived cabinet Ozaki carried out bold reforms. Amongst them, we 

should bring our attention to his mass repeal of twenty-two "ministerial ordinances" 省

令, "orders" 訓令, "secret orders" 内訓, "official notices" 達, and "internal notices" 内達. 

These had severely restricted the political activities of teachers after the Freedom and 

People's Rights Movement 自由民権運動  began; his aim was to ensure that not only 

teachers but also the entire nation's freedom of speech would be guaranteed to the 

maximum extent possible. Ozaki's proposal to eliminate the textbook selection com-

mittees established by each prefecture and introduce a free selection system is also sig-

nificant. Considering that there was a textbook court case between IENAGA Saburō 家永

三郎  and the Ministry of Education even after World War II when freedom of speech 

was guaranteed, as well as that until the Act on the National Flag and Anthem「国旗及び

国歌に関する法律」 (1999) was established there was confusion on the ground as to 

whether to sing the (de facto) national anthem Kimigayo 君が代 at graduation ceremon-

ies, Ozaki's political course appears even from a contemporary perspective to be very 

liberal.

His republican speech that became an issue described the fundamental principle 

upon which his policies were based. At the August 1899 Imperial Education Society 

Tea Party 帝国教育会茶話会  Ozaki's asserted that raising teacher salaries and the like 

should be done based on a standard different from public servant classes, and that since 

teachers cannot be given salaries that rival giant zaibatsu 財閥 like Mitsui and Mit-

subishi, the mammonistic atmosphere of judging people's value based on money must 

be changed. Since the gist of this lecture was the equality of the nation, it came to be 

called the "republican speech."4 Ozaki would also probably have criticized the situation 

of late in which university faculty are evaluated based on the amount of outside 

funding they obtain.

While his republican speech was received very favorably by the over five hundred 

education-affiliated individuals in the audience, it displeased non-party politicians from 

the Satsuma 薩摩  and Chōshū 長州  domains, and Ozaki was driven to resign. For this 

reason, the policies he proposed were not implemented. While the reasons leading to 

4 OMATA Noriaki 小俣憲明.「尾崎行雄文相の共和演説事件：明治期不敬事件の一事例として」[Minister of Educa-
tion Ozaki Yukio's republican speech incident: as one of the Meiji period disrespect incidents], The 
Zinbun Gakuhō: Journal of Humanities『人文学報』73 (1994): 203–208.
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his resignation are not completely clear, it appears that one of them may have been that 

after the conclusion of his republican speech one of the audience members sought the 

withdrawal of the Imperial Rescript on Education「教育勅語」. While it is questionable 

as to whether this actually happened, it is certain that a half year before Ozaki's repub-

lican speech the politician and former journalist TAKEKOSHI Yosaburō 竹越与三郎  gave a 

speech that declared the traditional ethics of indignant lamentation to be behind the 

times when seen in light of international trends.

In fact, before this all happened, the discrepancies between the ideology of the 

Imperial Rescript on Education and on-the-ground moral cultivation education had 

been frequently raised as an issue at the Imperial Diet, and while there was for a time a 

movement to revise the Rescript itself within the Ministry of Education, in the end a 

nationally-sponsored authoring of a moral cultivation textbook ended up being sought 

for the time being. It was for this reason that the Ministry of Education's moral cultiva-

tion education textbook committee that Nakajima was chosen for was established, and 

it was this political conflict in which Nakajima and the Philosophy Academy got 

caught up.

3. The Development of the Incident

When explaining the Philosophy Academy Incident at the beginning of this paper, I 

touched upon the revocation of the school's ability to issue middle school teaching 

licenses, and here I would like to discuss in brief the relationship of this to the examin-

ation from which this issue arose. Graduates of the Philosophy Academy—as well as 

Tokyo Senmon Gakkō 東京専門学校  (the predecessor of Waseda University 早稲田大学) 

and Kokugakuin 国学院— at the time were able to obtain a middle school teaching 

license without taking a licensing examination. In other words, it was a system in 

which those who graduated from the Philosophy Academy automatically became quali-

fied to be middle school teachers. In 1902, from the 25th to the 31st of October was the 

Philosophy Academy's graduation examination period. School Inspector Kumamoto 

happened to be visiting to make an inspection during this time, and reported that one of 

the moral cultivation examination problems was inappropriate, which led to the discon-

tinuing of this privilege. 

　 The question that he saw as problematic drew from the work of John Henry 

MUIRHEAD (1855–1940), which widely circulated in England at the time, to ask 

whether or not it is permissible to kill someone in a higher position than oneself if 

one's motive is correct. Since Enryō was traveling overseas on business, Nakajima had 
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submitted this question. Kumamoto judged that this problem left room to justify killing 

the emperor and causing a revolution. In fact, a similar incident had occurred ten years 

earlier. Again, according to the research of Omata, in INOUE Tetsujirō's 1891 Detailed 

Explanation of the Rescript『勅語衍義』 , there is a passage that was denounced by a 

Chinese classics scholar as being disrespectful. Omata says that Inoue, who had 

learned from this incident, reported the famous "disrespectful" act of UCHIMURA Kanzō 

内村鑑三, thereby presenting himself as being loyal to the emperor.5

Seeing this, one would think that under the Ministry of Education's Meiji Consti-

tution-based regime the strict control of speech continued as is until Japan's defeat in 

World War II. However, in reality immediately after the incident there were criticisms 

in newspapers of the Ministry of Education's strong measures. According to the materi-

als reprinted by SHIMIZU Kiyoaki 清水清明, after the views of Nakajima, Kumamoto, and 

the Ministry of Education were each published, Yorozu Chōhō 万朝報 and other newspa-

pers censured in unison the Ministry of Education's tyranny. According to the work of 

MIURA Setsuo 三浦節夫, if one includes the likes of specialized journals and magazines 

such as Waseda Academic Gazette『早稲田学報』 , New Buddhism『新仏教』 , and The 

Sun『太陽』, there were 580 publications that commented on the Philosophy Academy 

Incident in some form or another.6

During this time Enryō maintained silence. While for a time Nakajima left the 

Philosophy Academy, three years later he returned to his job at Enryō's request, and 

subsequently climbed to the position of Toyo University President. Thus, it appears 

that Enryō was supportive of Nakajima throughout the Philosophy Academy Incident. 

It seems that in the background to this was the debate over ethical theories that erupted 

in response to the Incident, in which the generally unknown TSUNASHIMA Ryōsen 

played a central role.

4. Ryosen's Defense of Muirhead

TSUNASHIMA Ryōsen (actual name TSUNASHIMA Eiichirō 栄 一 郎 ) was born in in 

Okayama prefecture in 1873, making him three years younger than NISHIDA Kitarō. His 

pen name Ryōsen 梁川  came from the Takahashi     River   高梁川  that flows through his 

5 OMATA Noriaki 小俣憲明.「教育勅語撤回風説事件と中島徳蔵」[The incident of the rumor regarding the 
withdrawal of the Imperial Rescript on Education and Nakajima Tokuzō], The Zinbun Gakuhō: 
Journal of Humanities『人文学報』67 (1990): 147–148.

6 MIURA Setsuo三浦節夫, ed.「「哲学館事件」文献年表」['Philosophy Academy Incident' textual timeline], 
Annual Report of the Inoue Enryo Center『井上円了センター年報』17 (2008): 153.
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hometown. After being baptized at the Takahashi Church, he went to Tokyo and 

enrolled in the Tokyo Senmon Gakkō, where he studied English utilitarianism (primar-

ily Henry SIDGWICK). After graduating he engaged in compiling the complete works of 

ŌNISHI Hajime, his teacher from the same hometown as him, amongst other endeavors. 

Since his health was harmed due to tuberculosis, he died at the young age of thirty-four 

without having had a stable job. In his late years he wrote about seeing God, and 

exerted a considerable influence on Nishida. Posthumously his complete works were 

edited by ABE Yoshishige 安倍能成 and published in ten volumes.7

Let us return to the academic debate regarding the Philosophy Academy Incident. 

In the public debate, neither the thought of NAKAJIMA Tokuzō, who submitted the exam 

question that led to the incident, nor Nakajima's interpretation of Muirhead's thought, 

upon which the question was based, was a point of discussion. Rather, the focus was on 

the characteristics of Muirhead's theories themselves; the debate did not touch upon 

Nakajima. Muirhead, who is obscure today, was a philosopher in the tradition of the 

aforementioned major English idealist Green. He is known for publishing a standard 

English philosophy textbook at the end of the nineteenth century.

Thus, Muirhead was very surprised upon hearing about the Philosophy Academy 

Incident. His defense was translated and published in Oriental Philosophy『東洋哲学』. 

Taking responsibility as the Japanese translator for Muirhead's Elements of Ethics, 

KUWAKI Genyoku 桑木厳翼  (1874–1946) emphasized that Muirhead's theories were 

moderate. MARUYAMA Michikazu 丸山通一, a German teacher at First Higher School 旧制

一高, wrote in opposition to these efforts to defend Muirhead. Over the course of four 

articles, Maruyama persistently criticized the defense of Kuwaki et al. Seeing this situ-

ation, Ryōsen jumped into the debate. Under his real name Eiichirō, he published "Dis-

cussing the Ethical Significance of Motives and Evaluating the Motive Theory of 

Muirhead in Relation to the Philosophy Academy Incident"「哲学館事件に関して倫理学上

動機の意義を論じ併せてミュイアヘッド氏の動機論を評す」 .8 Since Tsushima's argument was 

the longest in the debate and dictated the path of the Muirhead / Nakajima defense, let 

us look at it in detail below.

7 TSUNASHIMA Ryōsen 綱島梁川 .『梁川全集』 [Ryōsen's complete works], 10+1 vols. (Tokyo: 春秋社 , 
1921-1925).

8 TSUNASHIMA Eiichirō [Ryōsen] 綱島栄一郎[梁川].「哲学館事件に関して倫理学上動機の意義を論じ併せてミュイ
アヘッド氏の動機論を評す」[Discussing the ethical significance of motives and evaluating the motive 
theory of Muirhead in relation to the Philosophy Academy Incident], in vol. 2 of KIYOMIZU Kiyoaki 
清水清明, ed.『哲学館事件と倫理問題』[The Philosophy Academy Incident and ethical issues] (Tokyo: み
すず書房, 1989).
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Ryōsen first states that he is going to discuss not the appropriateness of the 

Ministry of Education's administrative actions but rather the meaning of Muirhead's 

theories while going back to the theories of Muirhead's teacher Green. Ryōsen particu-

larly focuses on Muirhead's understanding of motives. According to Ryōsen, there are 

two theories of motives: the theory sees a motive as the "selection act / determination 

act of the will" that is "the desire before a selection and determination has been made," 

and the theory that sees a motive as the "desire after the will has selected and determ-

ined." Ryōsen judges the former view itself as "not necessarily unreasonable," and 

further divides into two the aim of the desire discussed therein: "the subjective     aspect   

of desire (so-called efficient-cause): emotion, in other words interest in a broad sense 

(within which can be said to be subjective and oppositional sensibilities, in other 

words, feelings of pleasure and pain, as well as objective and impulsive passion)," and 

desire's "objective     aspect   (so-called final cause): the idea     of     the     ends   that appears in the 

mind as the object of desire." In other words, the "emotion of interest in towards truth" 

and the "idea of the ends of truth." Both are "ultimately two sides of a single mental 

fact; they cannot be pulled out separately."

Furthermore, Ryōsen emphasizes that desire does not directly connect to action. 

This is because "in the case one acts in this way, this normally is not said to technically 

be an action carried out by oneself, in other words, an action done with awareness." 

Therefore, "desire moving an individual [to action] naturally does so, it does not ulti-

mately do so, so to speak." For example, "in the case that multiple desires compete," 

one does not take action just based on desire. Ryōsen uses Green's way of expressing 

this, stating that one "carefully ascertains which [desire] will truly satisfy one's self, 

and then makes one's self coincide with this [desire]." He concludes that "motive" is 

the latter "selection act / determination act of the will." Up until this point Ryōsen has 

been stating his own understanding of utilitarianism, his area of study.

However, taking into account the above discussion of desire, he continues by as-

serting that there are two types of the "selection act / determination act of the will." 

With the distinction between the so-called theory of moral motivation and consequen-

tialism in mind, he describes the position that emphasizes consequences as an "object-

ive     motive  " understanding, and the position that emphasizes motive apart from con-

sequences as a "subjective     motive  " understanding. Ryōsen sees the motive that 

Muirhead speaks of as being closest to the former "objective motive" understanding, 

and states that his own understanding is more a "subjective motive" understanding. 

However, taking into account that the expression "subjective" motive might invite mis-
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understanding, he changes it do "intention" 意 向 . In the following, Ryōsen then 

develops even further deeply his ethical theory.

For example, while the chief aim of a doctor is to treat a patient's illness, in 
order to do so there are cases in which the doctor must make the patient experi-
ence pain by having them take a powerful medicine, or cases in which while 
even if the result of drastic measures can be positive and save the patient's life, 
at the same time there is the concern that they will turn into a cripple [片輪者; 
sic]. While the true intention is not to cause suffering with medicine, it is also 
not desirable to turn them into a deformed person [不具者; sic]. Yet, it will not 
be even thought that it is sad. It must be said that either as a means to bring 
about the end of healing or as part of this result, in both cases [these negative 
side-effects] shape somewhat the aim (object) [目的（対境） ] of the doctor's 
decision. In other words, while they are not the primary aim, at the very least 
secondarily he anticipates them, and they must be seen as things his will took 
as its object. If this is the case, in my earlier discussion on that which ulti-
mately moves one, I think it would be appropriate to further establish the dis-
tinction between that     which     moves     one     in     an     even     more     ultimate     sense  , and 
that which does not. The "motive" that is usually discussed as a set with inten-
tion is the former. The latter is intention. In terms of the previous example, the 
doctor's motive is to heal illness, and the means of taking medicine and the part 
of the result of becoming crippled corresponds to this intention. I believe that 
at the very least it is appropriate for us to understand the meanings of these two 
words in this way. (p. 115–16)

Ryōsen judges the core of the Philosophy Academy Incident to be in Kumamoto 

having not differentiated between intention, which includes the means, aspects, and 

aim of an action, and motive, which only refers to an action's aim. Furthermore, 

Ryōsen states that Bentham was the first person to differentiate between the two, and 

that Muirhead and Mill follow this distinction. Here, he wonderfully fuses journalistic 

issues with an explanation of academic theories. 

　 In his argument, it can be seen that he is germinating a criticism of Kant under-

stood formalistically. As is often pointed out, while Kant's writings are seen as a theory 

of motivation or duty that sees only a motive's purity as having a moral nature, there is 

a tendency to see utilitarianism (Bentham, etc.) as consequentialist ethics. It is in-

triguing that Ryōsen's point out that this utilitarian understanding has a perspective that 

comprehensively judges the means, aspects, and aim of an act. This appears to imply 

that the "ends school" he discusses next overlaps with utilitarianism.
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5. Ryōsen's Discussion of German Idealism

Ryōsen then branches out of his own field of English utilitarianism and touches upon 

German idealism, from which Green's idealism arose. The context for this is an 

analysis of the question created by Nakajima, "If the motive, in other words the ends, is 

good, should bad means be permitted?"

　 First Ryōsen divides the relationship between ends and means into four patterns: 

"(1) good ends, good means, (2) bad ends, bad means, (3) good ends, bad means, (4) 

bad ends, good means." He says that from a common-sense perspective the latter two 

should be held to be problematic. Then, he states as follows that there are three 

academic theories regarding the relationship between the two:

Generally speaking we can divide views on the relationship between ends and 
means into three types. The intuitive     school   non-negotiably     divides   ends and 
means, and tries to see their independent values. The utilitarian     school   takes 
only the ends (results) and does not discuss at all the value actually contained 
in means, seeing them as meaningless. The ends     school   does not separate ends 
and means or take one and throw away the other. They see both in a unified, 
organic, and integrated way. Comparing in detail the position and value 
occupied by each within a system of duties existing under a unified ultimate 
ends, they then make a judgment. The first two understandings do not coincide 
with my viewpoint. The ends school view remains. I think that only based on 
this way of seeing can the relationship been ends and means be adequately and 
satisfactorily understood. (p. 146–47)

Thus, Ryōsen states, 

I believe that judging the mutually negotiable relationship between ends and 
means in the above two cases—in other words, good ends / bad means and bad 
ends / good means—having thoroughly examined the contribution of one's 
overall intention and the overall result to the greatest good is the most appro-
priate approach. (ibid.)

As previously mentioned, Ryōsen's declaration of his attitude can be said to be a pro-

clamation that utilitarianism interpreted as emphasizing intention is the ends school. 

What comes to many people's minds today when ends and means clash are probably 

the unique concepts of German idealism such as Kant's asocial sociability and Hegel's 

cunning of reason. As I mentioned when discussing Ryōsen's life history, Ryōsen is un-

derstood as having devoted himself to English utilitarianism. What did he think of such 

German idealist concepts?
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　 Since they are directly related to the issue of whether or not it is correct to kill the 

emperor for a revolution, which Kumamoto took to be problematic, Ryōsen's uses the 

following careful wording:

With regard to bad means, their reason as bad means completely remains. In 
other words, is not judging them entirely isolatedly as if they are bad as before 
an understanding that over-abstracts facts, that drifts away from moral 
common sense? When means that are seen as bad contribute to lofty ends and 
its [the ends'] light is shared and one's eyes     are     opened   to it, at the very least it 
is quickly judged to be not bad in the same form as it was originally (because 
all duties melt and mix together). Can it be said that seeing this as bad as 
before is a decision arising out of one's     conservative     nature  , not a judgment     of   
reason? When the act of killing and spilling blood is approved for the cause of 
peace  [平和の為めという

コーズ

理由の為 ],  at  the very least,  does this  approval not 
somewhat include the nuance of being absolved of the crime?  I believe that 
ethically, from the standpoint of an organic     monism   only this can be said. 
Therefore the saying the "the ends justify or sanctify the means" is not a vulgar 
dangerous saying if     under     certain     conditions  . No, actually, it can be said to be a 
very valid     and     logical     assertion  . (p. 150–151)

In other words, Ryōsen judges as valid "the ends justify or sanctify the means" if under 

certain conditions. However, he completely rejects a position that "misuses these words 

baselessly without any restrictions." He also says that Hegel held such a position. Con-

sidering that Ryōsen includes the comment that Hegel's idea of "freedom not being the 

revolutionary and destructive thing of leading French people's rights advocates goes 

without saying," (p. 152) while showing somewhat of an understanding of German 

idealist ethical concepts such as the cunning of reason, it appears that Ryōsen basically 

stayed within English utilitarianism.

6. The Historical Significance of the Philosophy Academy Incident

In response to the above full-fledged discussion, MARUYAMA Michikazu felt that 

Ryōsen was not recognizing revolutionary thought in Freedom and People's Rights 

Movement-style, and laid down his arms. Seeing this, NAKAJIMA Tokuzō then stated 

that Ryōsen's discussion was in accordance with his own view, and the series of 

debates surrounding the incident drew to an end after Ryōsen's writings.

Let us now move to the location of the Philosophy Academy Incident and 

Ryōsen's discussion in the history of Meiji period philosophy. First, it can be said that 

through the discussion surrounding the Incident, the content of Western philosophy 
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came to be known for the first time amongst the general public. Before the Incident, 

Western philosophy was taught to students of imperial universities and was basically 

not known on a general level. The members of the general public who did know about 

Western philosophy just understood it in relation to Eastern thought. In contrast, 

Ryōsen generally unfolded his discussion within the context of English utilitarianism, 

intentionally not using concepts from Eastern thought (particularly Confucianism), 

unlike early Meiji intellectuals. Therefore, those who read his writings probably under-

stood the schools of Western philosophy and its influence on Japanese society.

Ryōsen's intellectual position appears to be somewhat different from that of early 

Meiji period philosophy researchers. YUKIYASU Shigeru 行安茂 , a scholar of English 

utilitarianism and also known for his research on Ryōsen, offers the following thought-

provoking proposal.

When thinking about the reception of utilitarianism in modern Japan, we can 
divide it into two periods. The first is the twenty years between 1868 (when 
Japan's modernization began) to 1887. The second is the twenty-four years 
from 1888 to 1911, the year in which Nishida Kitarō's An Inquiry into the 
Good was published.

From 1868 onwards Japan rapidly introduced Western culture and philo-
sophy. Nishi Amane, Fukuzawa Yukichi [福沢諭吉], Nakamura Masanao [中村正
直], and others introduced Western philosophy into early Meiji period Japan. Of 
these people, Fukuzawa and Nakamura had an interest in utilitarianism. The 
former was an enthusiastic introducer of moral philosophy and political philo-
sophy. The latter translated into Japanese Smiles' Self-Help, which was read 
widely by intellectuals in Japan. Nakamura was already known in Japan as the 
translator of J. S. Mill's On Liberty. The second period was a transitional one 
from utilitarianism to idealism. Nakajima Rikizō (the first ethics professor at 
Tokyo Imperial University) and Ōnishi Hajime, a lecturer at Tokyo Senmon 
Gakkō (the predecessor to Waseda University), were both particularly inter-
ested in utilitarianism, and carried out research on the subject. They also pub-
lished books on the topic. However, utilitarianism was not popular in Japan. 
This was for several reasons. First, while utilitarianism exerted a strong influ-
ence on Japanese politics, it was qualitatively different than Japanese people's 
views of life. While the two principles of pleasure and pain may be the primary 
motives of human's behavior, Japanese people were more sympathetic to dif-
ferent Confucian and/or Buddhist principles [...]. In this way, it is said 'Against 
the proponents of utilitarianism and Spencer-style evolutionary theory in 
Japan, the country's young academic philosophers in the 1890s sought in Green 
a way of fighting that he had used twenty years earlier.' These philosophers 
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included Ōnishi, Tsunashima, Nishi Shin'ichirō [西晋一郎], Yoshida Kumaji [吉
田熊次], and Fujii Kenjirō [藤井健次郎].9

In other words, Yukiyasu proposes that the philosophy sought by the generation 

spanning NISHI Amane, INOUE Tetsujirō, and INOUE Enryō and the generation from 

ŌNISHI Hajime onward was different.

Certainly, the generation up until and including Enryō and the one after him did 

also have points in common. According FUKUKAMA Tadahiro 福鎌忠恕 , while Enryō's 

primary interest was Kant, it was completely "the Kant understood through the medi-

ation of end of nineteenth century English Neo-Kantianism."10 Furthermore, according 

to SAITŌ Shigeo 齋藤繁雄 , INOUE Enryō highly regarded Muirhead's ethics because 

passages on Christianity were very rare in his writings.11 The Ōnishi-generation 

NAKAJIMA Rikizō also thought similarly. However, in the philosophical debates that 

were prompted by the Philosophy Academy Incident, Ryōsen appears to have not been 

entirely satisfied within the context of English utilitarianism. This can be seen through 

his discussion in which, having placed Kant within a theory of motivation in a narrow 

sense and understood utilitarianism as emphasizing intention, he saw Hegel as holding 

a position that radicalizes the opposition between motive and ends.

　 We should take careful note that Ryōsen engaged in his discussion based on not 

Muirhead but Green. As is often pointed out, Green's idealism was almost certainly in-

fluenced by the German idealism of the likes of Kant and Hegel.12 In Ryōsen's discus-

sion one can see an urge to overcome the context of English philosophy and connect 

his discourse to German idealism. This kind of impulse deeply affected Ryōsen's 

seeing God. Furthermore, does his approach of inquiring into his unique internal ethics 

based on Green not lead to Nishida's An Inquiry into the Good?13 On the other hand, in 

contrast to the standpoints of Ryōsen and Nishida's discourses being not fully outside 

of the domain of English idealism, can we not see the full-fledged shift to German 

9 YUKIYASU Shigeru 行安茂.『綱島梁川：その人と思想』[Tsunashima Ryōsen: the person and his thought] 
(Tokyo: 大空社, 1997), 191–193. 

10 FUKUKAMA Tadahiro 福鎌忠恕.「円了における西洋哲学」[Enryō's Western philosophy], in『井上円了と西洋
思想』[Inoue Enryō and Western thought], ed. by SAITŌ Shigeo 齋藤繁雄 (Tokyo: 東洋大学井上円了記念学
術振興基金運営委員会, 1988), 21.

11 SAITŌ Shigeo 齋藤繁雄.「円了とスコットランド哲学：ミュアヘッド倫理学と井上円了」[Enryō and Scottish 
philosophy: Muirhead's ethics and Inoue Enryō], in『井上円了と西洋思想』(see note 10), 72.

12 YUKIYASU Shigeru 行安茂 .『近代日本の思想家とイギリス理想主義』 [Modern Japanese intellectuals and 
English idealism], 235–41.

13 According to YUKIYASU, Ryōsen's seeing God does not completely fit into existing religious categor-
ies such as Christianity or Buddhism, and TAKAYAMA Chogyū 高山樗牛 and NATSUMEI Sōseki 夏目漱石 
showed interest in it (YUKIYASU.『綱島梁川』(see note 15), 71–96). This appears to be the case for the 
religious character of NISHIDA's philosophy as well.
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thought as starting with TAKAHASHI Satomi 高橋里美 and TANABE Hajime 田辺元, who cri-

ticized Nishida?

　 It is also rather significant that from the 1990s onward Mill's utilitarianism has 

been reconsidered as a basic principle for applied ethics as well as that the leader of 

this is the famous Hegel scholar KATŌ Hisatake 加藤尚武 .14 Looked at a different way, 

the situation surrounding contemporary ethics appears to be a return to the early Meiji 

period, and in this context the Philosophy Incident that promoted Japan's field of ethics 

to turn inwardly is very important.

14 Furthermore, research on German idealism is shifting from Germany to the Anglophone world, 
albeit within the framework of the adjoining field of Romanticist research. I have had an opportunity 
to discuss the circumstances surrounding this. See KANBARA Jun 菅原潤.「ボウイの初期ロマン派解釈：マ
クダウェル受容を介して」 [Bowie's interpretation of early Romanticism: mediated by the reception of 
MacDowell], Meditations『思索』47 (2014): 311–332.
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